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Jung believed that myths and dreams were expressions of the collective unconscious, in that they express core ideas that are part of
the human species as a whole. In other words, myths express wisdom that has been encoded in all humans, perhaps by means of
evolution or through some spiritual process.Â Jung on Mythology. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998, p. 4. Classical
Mythology Course. Odysseus among the Sirens. Return to What is a myth? Jung on Mythology has been added to your Cart. Add gift
options. Buy usedÂ A great summary of Jung's ideas on myths and archetype. I would recommend it highly to people just beginning to
explore his ideas and those wanting to revisit them. Read more. Alfred Ribi is unique in the Jungian analytical community for the careful
scholarship and intellectual rigor he has brought to the study Gnosticism. In The Search for Roots, Ribi shows how a dialogue between
Jungian and Gnostic studies can open new perspectives on the experiential nature of Gnosis, both ancient and modern.Â Gnostic
mythology thereafter became for Jung a prototypical image of his individuation. Owens offers this conclusion Jung on Astrology.
Selected and introduced by Safron Rossi and Keiron Le Grice. The following is an extract from Carl Gustav Jung, Jung on Astrology,
selected and introduced by Safron Rossi and Keiron Le Grice (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2017).Â While numerous astrological books
have drawn on perspectives and ideas in Jungian psychology, as noted far less is known about Jungâ€™s own thoughts on astrology,
which are often buried within discussions of other ideas and scattered throughout his many publications.

